Text messaging often damages our literary abilities: How to fix its Impact?
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Abstract—While considering the printed copies for the exam preparation, we realized that learners are hampered by the approach of attempting to write in the manner of message. His/her over consumption of smartphones with several social media platforms has already destroyed ones terminology. Rather than to be honest they consciously and unconsciously consider writing TBH. The motive behind this paper struck in one’s mind that is we basically read, study, and take English as major Language. The reality is we are always introduced by English, as we begin our first step to read we basically take English as our choice so it’s important to say, write or to communicate with proper English without any mistake of mixing with text message. The study will give a better understanding on the consequences of messaging and will offer some Recommendations to break them up. All of us who consider English as second choice must be careful regarding their choice of grammar, verb, pronunciation and sentence formation. But now the way of using language really makes language look unpleasant. We can say that using unconventional grammar when texting is not a consistent sign of poor grammar skills, even though some aspects of grammar and sentence construction may be related misuse of words. Meanings became so impoverished that language sacrificed its charm. This paper makes an effort to bring this issue into awareness and also to find an answer to it. Since we learners need to showcase technology-based language skills and its serious impacts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A plain language that says: "My Life Wants My Rules"
Check your Facebook, or Twitter, or anything else, and then you'll see loads of young kids sharing their feelings in a sentence that doesn't have a structured vocabulary and no words structure, but it's their own subculture. It is enough to be visibly disturbed for the perfectionist and the English lovers. Nevertheless, that's the language conflicts composed by the digital generation. What emerged as a sophisticated way of communication in a satisfying way accompanied or become a pattern of becoming viewed as "pleasant" has undoubtedly become a major language issue for everyone. Whenever the young people are writing like this anyway, you understand the necessity to tell individuals about the beautiful English language and culture.

II. REFERENCE OF "TEXT MESSAGE TERMINOLOGY"

Learning the legacy of such Instant messaging phrases is important as it ignores the complexity and justification for expressing our thought in such a uniform way, not understanding the needs of the words and phrases sufficiently. But, when the smartphone wasn't a useful product in the 90s, it must have been a treat, even, Quick Communication Program, Text messaging as it is publicly recognized as installed. Text messaging could be a highest in those times. In all those days, SMS can be as responsible for 80 characters, later extending to 163 Text characters. It became owing to the technical perspective of the telephones expressing records. And, of course, to fit into the whole constructive discussion, people began to delete several other posts, perhaps some words and phrases, and then some conjunctions, and now the whole text is a misconception. Therefore, according to what began as a help, it has developed into harm where it is challenging for the youth to...
compose the correct terminology of easy sentences since they don't communicate self as well with the proper usage. Educator wish to change this content into formal academic discussion since it makes the language of the individuals sluggish or not according to the requirements and clearances we wish.

III. WHY DOES IT DAMAGED?

It isn't just the wonderful linguistic intellectual dimension which we all read and understand. Converse with, however, the basic understanding that people learned the proper terminology type and still, this vocabulary is valuable for them. This can show far beyond good grammar, and possibly a good English support structure (as to whether a full paragraph, an extended essay, or even a blog entry. It affects the nation's youth much more than it seems also at the beginning, because even though people took beyond all social media platforms and beyond that virtual life. This is now a component of our actuality and our personal identity. It makes people think is that in the next twenty-five to thirty years, when the written language is really searching for its text Identifies potential shining to either produce new perhaps some literary brilliance, we'll read the news media headlines.

IV. CONCLUSION

We honestly believe that messaging is just making a container of odd pieces of writing system. Students often use it consciously or unconsciously. Texting has become every regular activity that any teenager usually does on a daily basis. Use of texting is beginning to gain popularity among the younger crowd.
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